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1188AC38
**Lorelai Side Chair**
22w x 19d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

This simple side chair is a perfect companion for many dining tables as it features on trend soft taupe wood tones and a warm caned back. The neutral drop in upholstered seat allows you to easily add an accent fabric. Simple elegant turned legs and a gently rolled back add a touch of grace to this handsome chair.

91-042
**Carrington Side Chair**
17w x 17d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

Walking a fine line between formal and informal, this lovely chair is perfectly at home in any setting where comfortable seating is desired. The finely wrought oak frame features delicate reeding and framed floral carvings at the top of the legs. The neutral upholstery blends with any palette and the golden woven cane back adds gentle support.

20-239-S
**Striped Port Warwick Side Chair**
20w x 22d x 35h
Seat Height: 18in.

Stripped to the most basic elements of a chair, this handsome cube chair boasts an ebony pencil stripe upholstery with a flanged welt. This chair has two secrets! Not only is it great on its own, but it also makes a wonderful banquette. The second secret is that the upholstery is velcroed to the base and can be removed to be dry cleaned!
40-131
**Elliston Trumpet Table**
40w x 40d x 30h

The famous modernist designer, Eero Saarinen, would have no difficulty recognizing this gorgeous table. Stripped to its essential elements of base and top, this minimalist beauty is truly a “stable table,” as the iron base is finished in a softly gleaming white. The top is white marble with grey veining. The trumpet base makes this table able to accommodate up to 5 smaller scale chairs.

20-254
**Isabella Dining Table**
49.5w x 49.5d x 30h

The simplicity of this table is what makes it so beautiful. The satin gold base provides sturdy support for the well-scaled reclaimed elm top which is finished in soft grey tones.

20-255
**Melara Dining Table**
35.5w x 35.5d x 30h

Alone, or in pairs, this simple small table provides ample dining space and loads of style. The reclaimed fir top is finished in varied tones of grays and browns and features a black edge. The distinctive base is painted black for additional contrast.
40-135
GLENSHIRE ROUND TABLE
60w x 60d x 30h

Supported by an exaggerated baluster pedestal base, this distinctive recycled pine table features intricate cable parquetry work on the top. The black base is complemented by the black iron banding on the top.

40-155
ROXBURRY DINING TABLE
87w x 39.5d x 30h

What is there to say about this stunning table? Two lengths of oxidized oak timbers with a light grey glaze are joined with iron braces and rest upon a burnished iron base. The whole is topped with tempered glass so you don’t miss a single glorious detail.
20-272
**Split Shoulder Counter Stool**
20w x 21.5d x 38h
Seat Height: 24in.

Design trends in fashion often drives design in furniture and there is no better example than this “cold shoulder chair!”
Steambent oak in a soft driftwood finish is upholstered in a neutral linen to provide simple and stylish seating.

---

20-260
**Linen Castle Bench**
47.5w x 17d x 20h

Oak bobbin-turned legs and stretchers provide sturdy support for this bohemian inspired bench. The soft driftwood finish is softly contrasted by the natural linen upholstery and brightened with hand applied nail head trim. Perfect table side, at the foot of your bed, or tucked into your front hall, this bench is an attention grabber!

---

51660AC37
**Reed Bench**
60w x 18d x 18h

Quietly charming, this slender bench features delicate tapered legs and distinctive turned stretchers. Golden hand-tied rush adorns the seat. A useful addition to any home, this bench is at home in any room.

www.furnitureclassics.com
51623AC39
**Cleo Settee**
57.5w x 24.5d x 31h
Seat Height: 17in.

This settee features flared sides with delicate hand carved details which terminate in antique brass caps. The side and seat are comprised of double layers of hand woven caning and the seat cushion is upholstered in a softly durable grey velvet. Due to the angle of the cushion, it may not be flipped over. Generously scaled, many may actually prop themselves up against an arm and stretch out to enjoy a book or a warm fire!

51659AC37
**Worrel Bench**
60w x 18d x 22h
Seat Height: 18in.

Quietly charming, this slender bench features delicate tapered legs and distinctive turned stretchers. Golden hand-tied rush adorns the seat. A useful addition to any home, this bench is at home in any room.

51622AC39
**Cleo Chair**
38.5w x 29d x 34.5h
Seat Height: 17in.

This deep sitting neo-classic beauty features a soft grey finish which contrasts nicely with the golden tones of the hand woven cane sides and seat. Delicate floral carvings and shallow fluting embellish the frame and delicate brass caps accent the arms. Kitten soft, yet durable, grey polyester velvet upholstery makes this beauty a perfect choice for today’s palettes. The seat cushion is reversible, making it a wise choice for busy families.
51592AB59
Isadora Arm Chair
26w x 24d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

A stunning example of the Adamesque style popularized in America by Duncan Phyfe, this lovely chair features the restraint, simplicity and delicacy which exemplifies this period. The scrolled arms are highlighted with acanthus carving and the back is gently rolled and accented with shallow fluting. Built of solid mahogany, this beauty is available in both a warm brown or a heavily distressed grey paint. This chair is not part of the throw away generation and will be treasured for years to come.

51592AD26
Isadora Arm Chair
26w x 24d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

51591AB59 (Not Pictured)
Isadora Settee
49w x 26d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

51591AD26
Distressed Isadora Settee
49w x 26d x 38h
Seat Height: 18in.

Duncan Phyfe, America’s first great furniture designer, would be proud to claim this lovely settee as his own. Crafted of solid mahogany and boasting a hand woven double caned seat, this settee is available in either a warm brown or a rubbed grey finish. The back features carved rosettes on the slats, as well as a fluted crest rail. The graceful curved arms start and end with hand carved acanthus detailing. This handsome settee is perfect tableside or ready to greet your favorite friends in your front hall.
51334AD59
**LAHARA SIDE CHAIR**

22w x 19d x 37h
Seat Height: 18in.

Combining Chinese motifs with European proportions, this Chinese Chippendale chair is crafted of solid mahogany with a rubbed through mid-tone blue paint finish. The neutral upholstered seat is easily removed for reupholstery. Tell your friends that it has been in the family for generations!

51568
**VOSS CANE CHAIR**

28w x 27d x 35h
Seat Height: 18in.

Crafted of solid mahogany with an ebony finish, this sleek chair features double layers of woven cane on its sides and a single layer on the back. The cushion is a neutral slubbed upholstery. Scooped arms and the gently slanted back provide comfortable seating; and the tapered legs end in golden ferules. Perfect for where ever you need stylish and small scaled seating.

51593AC38
**SAVANNAH CORNER CHAIR**

28w x 28d x 37h
Seat Height: 18in.

Definitely an eye-catching chair, this unique corner chair features lovely spiral carvings on the arms and legs with delicate rosettes adorning the rails and posts. The back and seat feature hand woven caning and the seat and toss pillow are upholstered in an on-trend Hermes orange durable velvet. What an amazing beauty to bring into your amazing home!
18-46
**Squaresville Outdoor Chair**

Seat Height: 18in.

With a sturdy aluminum frame and drain-through outdoor cushions and a grey outdoor upholstery, this chair is handsome indoors or out! Different widths of synthetic wicker are used in a unique grid weave to create visual interest on this comfy chair.

18-41
**Haven End Table**

20w x 20d x 23h

Meant to live outdoors, but pretty enough to bring inside, this simple cube end table boasts an aluminum frame, intricate grey resin whicker weave and a teak parquet top. Left alone, the teak will weather to a soft grey, or you may oil it to retain the golden tones.

18-42
**Haven Cocktail Table**

47w x 27d x 18h

Whether this handsome table graces the inside or outside of your home, the on trend grey resin weave and parquet teak top are a stunning compliment to today’s palettes. Regular applications of teak oil will protect the honey tones of the wood.
18-45
**PEARL SIDE TABLE**
17w x 17d x 18h

Alone, or in a group, this sweet cube is an eye-catching addition to any space. The sturdy rattan frame is wrapped with intricately woven black and white resin wicker.

18-43
**MALACCA END TABLE**
24w x 24d x 24h

This charming end table features an open weave on the sides and a tightly woven top protected by a circle of tempered glass. A sturdy wood and rattan frame supports the intricate weave making this a lovely choice for your sunroom or great room!

18-44
**MALACCA COCKTAIL TABLE**
48w x 48d x 17h

If your room needs a touch of warmth and texture, this is the perfect table for you! Golden rattan is woven in an open pattern on the sides and then tightly braided on the top to create visual interest. The glass top makes this round cocktail table a practical, as well as fashionable, choice.
20-256
**Clover End Table**
24w x 24d x 24h

A lucky find, this clover end table features a mitered oak top with a soft white glaze hang up in the grain. The metal base is strengthened and enhanced by stretchers with a clover detail in the center.

20-257
**Linen Butler Ottoman**
39.5w x 39.5d x 20.5h

Put your feet up and think about how clever you were to choose this charming cocktail ottoman! The turned pine legs and circular stretcher are finished in a warm brown and support the natural linen upholstered top.

20-258
**Tripod Coffee Table**
36.5w x 36.5d x 18h

A natural companion to our best selling end table, this cocktail table boasts a reclaimed elm top with a clear coat protective finish. The metal base is gently curved and enhanced with a champagne textured finish.
20-273  
**Whiskey Coffee Table**  
49.5w x 34d x 18.5h  
Cross cut slabs of reclaimed pine are cleverly pieced together to craft this unique table featuring Mother Nature’s fingerprints. The metal legs are crimped to add visual interest.

40-132  
**Honeycomb End Table**  
20w x 20d x 24h  
Taking it’s cues from the busy honey bee, this unique table features a honeycomb inlay of bluestone in the recycled pine top. Iron rebar legs form the overlapping high/low base.

40-133  
**Honeycomb Coffee Table**  
50w x 26d x 18h  
You will be the Queen Bee when this clever table with a honeycomb of bluestone inserted into the recycled pine top is on display in your home. The offset base of forged iron provides stylish support.
01-30
**Chromium Side Table**
14w x 14d x 18h

Puzzle pieces of amber toned teak are wrapped in hand hammered metal to create a unique and light catching accent table.

01-31
**Chromium Cocktail Table**
35.5w x 35.5d x 19h

Golden slices of teak nestle together to create the top of this amazing table. Hand hammered metal wraps the sides and provides a captivating pop of light. The reflective quality is especially decorative when placed atop a patterned rug.

01-33
**Duplo Stack Side Table**
14w x 14d x 18h

Stacked circlets of charcoal stained elm are highlighted with a soft gray glaze which accentuates the grain of this stylish accent table. Hints of light pop through the gaps to lighten the look and create visual interest.

01-34
**Duplo Stack Cocktail Table**
35.5w x 35.5d x 19h

Taking it’s design cues from the links of a costly watch band, this handsome cocktail table allows hints of light to shine through the deep charcoal bands of solid elm.
**57615AC36**

**Colasito Round Table**
31w x 31d x 21h

Mother Nature puts her finger print on your room when you bring home this unique end table crafted from a single cross cut of oak. The irregular slab has a black painted edge and nestles into the sleek metal base.

**57612AC36**

**Colasito Coffee Table**
49w x 34d x 19h

Cross cut oak veneers provide a unique and natural pattern for the top of this striking coffee table. The black painted edges repeat the linear design of the simple metal base, as well as providing a stylish accent.

**57616AC36**

**Colasito Console**
50w x 18d x 34h

Not to be overlooked, this metal and oak console features panels of cross cut oak veneers with black accented edges. The panel nests into the black finished metal base.
40-150
Veranda End Table
24w x 24d x 22h
Iron straps are delicately curved and braced by hammered stretchers to form the base of this accent table. The top is a sunburst of warm recycled pine with a fluted charcoal collar.

40-151
Veranda Coffee Table
55w x 28d x 18h
This elongated oval cocktail table features a golden sunburst top with a unique fluted charcoal band. Hand hammered iron stretchers provide additional strength for the iron legs. This beauty adds visual interest to any setting.

40-156
Veranda Console
55w x 19d x 32h
Supported by the natural iron frame, this unusual console features a sunburst of natural oak which contrasts with the fluted charcoal stained edging. The lower shelf makes this demi lune console not only pretty, but practical too!
**20-276**  
**Orchestra Coffee Table**  
59.5w x 31.5d x 18.5h

A quiet beauty, this generously sized coffee table features an elaborate scrolled base and stretcher. Created with reclaimed fir and alder, this unique table features a clear coat finish to make it family friendly.

**20-275**  
**Orchestra Table**  
72.5w x 18.5d x 33.5h

We didn’t fiddle around when we designed this lovely console crafted of reclaimed fir and alder. The graceful scrolls are derived from the design of a violin and will provide a beautiful accent in any room!

**40-149**  
**Axol Coffee Table**  
31.5w x 31.5d x 15h

Goldilocks would love this table! Not too big and not too small! Resting atop thinly tapered legs and banded with natural iron, the table top is a patchwork of recycled pine in a chocolate brown finish.

**40-148**  
**Axol Console**  
63w x 14d x 33.5h

Long and slender, this delicate beauty perches on tapered legs. The top is a warm brown parquet banded with natural iron. Perfect for a small space which needs a strong punch of style.
20-259
**ERABELLA CONSOLE**
64.75w x 31.5d x 34h

An elongated demi-lune console made elegant by the use of a crimped gold finished iron base; this beauty features a polished natural blue stone top.

4446AC91
**TAVERN HUNTBOARD**
51.5w x 17.5d x 43h

So named because these sideboards were tall enough to be taken outside to serve breakfast to hunters on horseback before then went out to chase foxes, this versatile server is crafted of European oak. The drawers are dovetailed and storage is provided behind the doors.

40-144
**GRANT WRITING DESK**
59.5w x 24d x 30h

Pretty amazing coming or going, this stunning desk features a unique pieced front and back. Subtle tones of recycled elm blend together to create a neutral palette perfect for today’s interiors. The practical drawers are side hung. Splayed iron legs add additional mid century flair to this handsome desk.
2872AD8  
**SMALL ROCK CREEK SERVER**  
35w x 17d x 34h

Hair on hide is trending in fashion and on our furniture! This handsome cabinet features an iron frame and soft close hinges and ample storage is provided within. This fellow is so beautiful, you will be tempted to bring a pair home!

40-147  
**MONTERO SERVER**  
48w x 18.5d x 38.5h

Ruggedy handsome, this cabinet features a warm oak planked front with unique diagonally wire brushed detailing. The ebonized frame and iron base add contrast and visual interest. Ample storage is provided within.

4443AC91  
**TAVERN HALL CHEST**  
58w x 13d x 41h

Ruggedy handsome, this cabinet features a warm oak planked front with unique diagonally wire brushed detailing. The ebonized frame and iron base add contrast and visual interest. Ample storage is provided within.
40-145
**Bohemian Server**
58w x 18.5d x 38h

Crafted of recycled pine and fir with a delicate iron base, this whimsical cabinet boasts a carved geometric sunburst design on each door. Who won’t smile when they see this beauty in your home?

---

20-268-C21
**Blue Plymouth Sideboard**
71w x 18d x 35.5h

Storage, storage, storage, and tons of style as well! This reclaimed pine sideboard is finished with a soft grey blue paint. The finish is further enhanced with realistic distressing which replicates the ravages of a life well lived. Ring pulls adorn the drawers and doors.

---

40-137
**Edgewood Sideboard**
72w x 18.5d x 35h

A simple iron base supports this stunning sideboard with contrasting panels of recycled pine which is both left natural and stained a light charcoal. The mitered panels are further highlighted with narrow grooved channels set on a diagonal. The doors open easily with cabinet hinges and the interior features a shelf.
**40-143**

**Berlinger Server**

78w x 18d x 37h

This glorious sideboard features warm brown repeating quatrefoil lattice applied over dark antique zinc panels. Not just a stunningly beautiful face, this server provides tons of practical storage within.

---

**40-141**

**Dartmore Server**

74w x 22d x 46h

This handsome boho chic server is an imposing and welcome addition to any room. The raised moldings are reminiscent of the medieval designs on the doublets of the four musketeers and add a slightly whimsical touch to this generously scaled server.

---

**42725FB**

**Key Largo Host Chair**

78w x 20d x 42.5h

Graceful looping moldings adorn the antiqued mirror panels on the doors of this stately block front server. The recycled pine case is stained a light charcoal, and there are two shelves behind each door. Even if you don’t need the tons of storage this sideboard provides, you will want it in your room because it is just so pretty!
40-140
**Black Caspian Sideboard**
71w x 18d x 34h

A simple and stylish addition to any room, this beautiful sideboard features a graceful circular grille on the clear glass doors and sides. The creamy interior features a shelf and offers plenty of display space for your favorite bibelots or books.

90-50
**Sadie Display Case**
51w x 19d x 72h
Seat Height: 18in.

This beautiful display case features a soft natural aged finish and metal framed sliding glass doors. Four dovetailed drawers provide storage for those items you don’t wish to display and the shelves let you show off the rest, without the fear of dust! So beautiful, all your rooms will fight to see who gets to host this practical and pretty cabinet.
40-130  
**Kelton Display Shelf**

28w x 14d x 91h

The photography does this amazing piece no justice! This étagère rises to heights few achieve. With Greek key detailing supporting each shelf, this beauty positively glows when in a lit area as the glass shelves are uniquely crackled. Shattered glass is fused between panels of tempered glass to create an eye- and light-catching pattern.

20-269  
**Biblio Book Shelf**

39.5w x 18d x 82.5h

A wonder of engineering, this handsome book shelf features soft grey oak shelves which appear to hang from the champagne painted metal frame. Lovely alone or in pairs, this stunning étagère is also happy floating as a room divider.
40-136
**WYNFORD ARMOIRE**

47.5w x 18d x 87h

Did you say you needed more storage? This louvered door armoire is the answer to your dreams! The soft white paint allows the louvers and the working cremone bolt lock to provide gentle touches of contrast in any space. Inside, four fully adjustable shelves make this the perfect place for stacks of linens, rows of books or your Lego collection!

57485AB09
**GREENWICH ISLAND**

36w x 28d x 36h

A welcome addition to your kitchen, this charming island features a butcher block and a black painted mahogany base. Practical towel bars are at each end and there are two useful drawers on one side. The slatted shelf is perfect for holding small appliances and the black locking casters make it easy to relocate when necessary.
20-253
**Beckley Single Vanity**
32w x 21.5d x 34.5h

Quietly beautiful, this open vanity is crafted of American Oak and boasts a blue stone top and backsplash. The spacious shelves provide ample room for your favorite baskets filled with toiletries and piles of fluffy towels.

20-265
**Everly Single Vanity**
36.5w x 24.5d x 37h

Gentle tones of gray highlights the reclaimed fir of this simple vanity which sports a spacious drawer. The slatted shelf is perfect for holding a basket full of fluffy towels! The bluestone top is completed with a back splash and oval bowl.

20-277
**Old Elm Single Vanity**
31.5w x 23d x 36h

Based on one of our best selling chests, this handsome vanity has a shelf behind the drawers and comes complete with the bowl and bluestone top. The simple lines belie the huge impact this vanity will have in your home.

40-136
**Crestfield Single Vanity**
26.5w x 21.5d x 36.5h

Consider yourself very lucky if you get to powder your nose in a powder room boasting this handsome vanity. Scaled to replace the ubiquitous pedestal sink, this vanity features metal rod pulls which are perfect for showing off your vintage hand towels. There are two double drawers at the base, adding storage the pedestal could never dream of providing!
20-266
**Lunsford Single Vanity**
35.5w x 23.5d x 36.5h

Unique in its simplicity, the framed louvered front of this single vanity conceals two commodious drawers. Watch while your friends try to find them! The bluestone top comes complete with the backsplash and a rectangular bowl with a single bore for the faucet.

20-267
**Porter Single Vanity**
34w x 23.5d x 36.5h

A unique patchwork of reclaimed pine and elm adds visual interest to this stunning single vanity with a shelf and storage behind the doors.

20-263
**Porter Double Vanity**
69w x 23.5d x 36.5h

Pixilated detailing is provided by squares of reclaimed fir and elm to create this unique vanity. Your storage needs are more than met by four center drawers and shelved space behind each pair of doors. Natural bluestone tops this double bowled vanity and two rectangular bowls ensure that everyone will brush their teeth!
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Furniture Classics has been importing fine handmade antique reproductions and cutting edge designs from around the world since the 1980s. We share over 3 decades of experience in the furniture industry with two family generations involved in the business. We display an unparalleled commitment to our business and customers. From antique buying trips throughout Europe to frequent factory inspections, we stay on the cutting edge of new product and quality control. If you need further information about us, please give us a call at 757-627-4844 or toll free at 888-325-7888.

ABOUT OUR PRODUCT

We design and manufacture many products as antique reproductions, giving them an old world, classic feel. Our wood species include cherry, elm, mahogany, oak, pine, alder and teak. We source from our partner factory in Indonesia and from designated factories in China. Furniture Classics’ owners and managers frequently travel to oversee quality control and work with vendors on the improvement of construction and refinement of design.

In addition to our assortment of antique reproductions, we also offer a wide selection of reclaimed and earth friendly designs. These unique pieces of furniture incorporate a variety of recycled timbers. We use a combination of antique doors, old flooring along with old pine support beams. These materials are assembled in their natural state and may be susceptible to additional cracking and/or splitting. This is the inherent nature of using recycled materials and is to be anticipated. We cannot warrant against these natural characteristics.

We design and finish our furniture in order to maintain a certain distressed and antiquated look. Traditional joinery and hand construction techniques are used by individual craftsmen making our products. As such, variations in dimension and/or finish are to be expected. Solid wood furniture is affected by humidity and atmospheric pressure, so it continually responds to its environment. Some splitting, cracking, warping, or other movement of wood components may occur. All of these factors are non-structural and are part of achieving the authentic nature and emotional appeal of our product.

Additionally, some of our products are actual refurbished antiques. Antiques will vary in size. All of these items are subject to cracking, warping, and inconsistent coloration. We consider these expected and authentic characteristics of such product and Furniture Classics cannot be responsible for these conditions.

Wholesale Program:

| Initial Opening Order Minimum: | $4,000.00 |
| Annual Volume Requirement:     | $4,000.00 |
| Design Program:                | No minimum (Prepaid Prior to Shipment) |

Wholesale Program:

| Re-Orders:                     | No minimum |
| Design Program:                | Re-Orders: No minimum (Prepaid Prior to Shipment) |

CONTAINER DIRECT PURCHASES

Your Sales Representative can discuss the option of buying direct from one of our overseas factories. We aggressively discount container direct orders allowing the dealer to realize net “landed” savings of greater than 25% beyond our best domestic wholesale pricing. We have a dedicated Account Specialist who services container direct orders in our office, facilitating a turnkey transaction for the dealer.

The advantages of purchasing container direct are many: significant savings, arrival of your order in one complete shipment, low minimums, ability to customize finishes and the ability to purchase discontinued SKUs that are no longer part of our domestic warehouse program.
NEW ACCOUNTS

New accounts must complete and submit an “Account Maintenance Form” available online or in the rear of this booklet. Initial orders may not be processed until this information is submitted and approved. We are a trade only company and only deal with qualified accounts. A wholesale/resale number is required on this form.

TERMS

Sales Representatives must approve new or reinstated accounts. Accounts that have not ordered within 12 months must meet the original opening order. Generally orders ship C.O.D. as Furniture Classics does not operate a credit facility. Dealers are required to prepay or pay the driver once you receive your merchandise. An invoice showing the items we are delivering along with freight charges and any other related charges will be emailed or faxed to you at least 24 hours prior to delivery. It is imperative that an email address be provided for this purpose. We accept company checks, cash and Visa/MasterCard/American Express. Credit card payments must be arranged with Customer Service prior to delivery and may be subject to a 1% convenience fee (1.5% for American Express). Please refer to the authorization form in the rear of this booklet.

ORDERS, CHANGES, CANCELLATIONS

Must be submitted in writing via facsimile or e-mail direct to our office.

FREIGHT CHARGES

Freight charges are a flat percentage applied to cost of goods shipped by our designated furniture carrier. Each state has a designated rate. Fuel surcharges, as recommended by the US Department of Transportation, and as adopted by the trucking industry, may be applicable. Some common carrier shipments may be shipped “freight collect” at our discretion. Common carrier shipments that do not make “minimum freight” will be charged the carrier’s minimum rate fee. We will make every effort to combine existing backorders in an effort to avoid minimum freight charges. Western US Freight Cap: For US dealers west of the Mississippi River, a $1000 minimum re-order is required to receive a guaranteed freight cap. Please contact your sales representative for additional details.

RESIDENTIAL “IN HOME” DELIVERY

Goods are shipped from Furniture Classics to a third party receiver, who will schedule the delivery with the consumer (or you, per your request). Delivery is generally performed by a two person team, typically in a 20 foot box truck with a lift gate. Furniture is delivered to the room of the consumers’ choice, which may be up or down one flight of stairs. If the cartons cannot fit through the consumer’s door, the order will be delivered to the first covered area (such as a porch or garage). The delivery team will unpack and remove debris, and may provide up to 15 minutes of very light assembly, when applicable. The delivery team will provide the consumer with a checklist to sign, confirming that the delivery was satisfactory and the furniture is in good condition. Please note, if the consumer signs the paperwork, with no notations, confirming that the delivery was acceptable and the furniture was received in good condition, Furniture Classics is absolved of any responsibility for claims. Please advise the consumer to inspect the goods thoroughly before signing the paperwork, and if there are concerns at that point regarding damage to the furniture, the consumer may note this on the paperwork itself, or refuse the delivery altogether. If the consumer refuses delivery due to buyer’s remorse, delivery charges remain your responsibility.

DELIVERY

In stock: 2-4 Weeks                        Non-Stock: 8-10 weeks (estimated)

We make every effort to maintain inventory on our product line. Due to the nature of importing and our volume of business, this is not possible on all items. Please allow longer for newly introduced items. Your order will ship as it arrives and may not be complete. If you will not accept partial shipment, you must notify us on each order. Any items you do not receive will be placed on backorder and ship as it arrives in our warehouse. Backorders are not subject to minimum freight, provided the original order met our freight minimums.

We ship our product on specialized furniture carriers. Your invoice cover sheet will indicate the carrier delivering your order. All deliveries must be to a business address. Customers must have good access and we must be able to get a 40’ articulated vehicle within close proximity to the delivery point. Drivers are unaccompanied and in the case of larger pieces, will require assistance unloading.
DAMAGES & DEFECTS
At the time of delivery, all items must be inspected for damages. Concealed damages must be reported, via email with pictures, within 72 hours of delivery. You have the following options: Provide us with a written estimate of the cost to repair. If approved, we will issue a credit good for one year from the date of issue to your account in the amount specified in the estimate. If you wish, we can pick-up and exchange the item at no charge to you. These returns are subject to mutual inspection and if found not to be factory defective, nor damaged, then restocking or replacement charges could be applicable. A return authorization (RA) will be issued by our customer service department. A copy of the RA must be affixed to the return shipping carton. Items that are damaged must be returned with all parts and/or broken items in its original packing, prepared for shipping. We reserve the right to refuse items that are not returned complete. Any credit due is posted to your account and credit memos will be supplied upon request. All credits expire one (1) year from date of issue. We do not issue refunds.

Orders delivered to receivers must be inspected prior to leaving their facility. We cannot be responsible for any damages or defects that occur after our delivery. Any charges incurred for pick up or redelivery are solely the customer’s responsibility.

RETURNED MERCHANDISE
We strive to accommodate customer needs. In the event a valid order is refused or returned by a customer, we reserve the right to charge a 25% re-stocking fee plus applicable freight charges. Custom cushions and upholstery are non-cancellable.

WARRANTY
All merchandise is accepted under the terms and conditions contained in this document. All items are sold AS IS without any warranties either express or implied. Damages will be handled according to the terms and conditions set forth above and at Furniture Classics’ sole discretion.

DEFAULT
Acceptance of goods constitutes agreement to our terms and conditions. Should the accepted goods remain unpaid for ten (10) days after delivery, or ten (10) days after dishonor of payment, Furniture Classics, retains the right to reclaim the goods. If Furniture Classics, at its sole option, chooses not to reclaim the goods or if the goods are unable to be reclaimed, the unpaid invoices are subject to eighteen (18%) percent interest per year until paid in full. In addition, you agree to pay attorney’s fees in the amount of twenty- five (25%) percent of the amount due and all collection costs.
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